
3 EASY STEPS TO PRINTING ON THE GO

1.	Connect your mobile device to the same Wi-Fi network as the  
 KYOCERA MFP or Printer you will be using to print

2.	Use the Mobile Print app to open the document, image, text or web page 
 you wish to print 

3.	Select the device you wish to print to, set your preferences and press Print

IT’S THAT SIMPLE!

KYOCERA
MOBILE PRINT

PRINT FILES, WEB PAGES, AND IMAGES ON DEMAND.

Today’s business environment is becoming increasingly mobile. Frequent 
travel, working between multiple locations, and virtual offices bring  
with them new demands for on-the-go access to files and documents. 
Smartphones and tablets meet the need for digital access to content, 
but digital access is often not enough. The mobile workforce is looking to 
transform their entire office into a mobile experience, and requires print 
and scan capabilities that mirror the flexibility of their mobile devices. 
KYOCERA Mobile Print is a value add app that enables users to securely 
print documents, web pages, images – as well as copy and print text 
from a clipboard – on demand from virtually anywhere on their Apple and 
Android smartphone or tablet devices to select KYOCERA MFPs and  
printers.  As an added feature, users can scan files and images from 
KYOCERA MFPs to their mobile devices. 

The KYOCERA Mobile Print app puts you in control of your document 
imaging, eliminating the need to carry cumbersome printed files on 
the chance you need them. Additionally this app eliminates the hassle  
and lack of security associated with e-mailing files to someone  
connected to a network in order to have them printed for you.  MOBILE PRINT EMPOWERS YOUR WORKFORCE WHILE GIVING  

YOU THE CONFIDENCE IN KNOWING YOU ARE PREPARED FOR 
ANYTHING AND ABLE TO ACCESS AND PRINT YOUR IMPORTANT 
DOCUMENTS FROM ALMOST ANYWHERE. 

PRINTING TO MATCH 
YOUR ON-THE-GO 

WORK STYLE.
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FILE FORMATS SUPPORTED

PRINT:
>	 Apple: PDF, JPG, PNG, TXT, XPS, HTML, iWork, Microsoft Office 
>	 Android: PDF, JPG, PNG, TXT (at lower resolution) XPS, GIF, BMP, HTML

SCAN:
>	 Apple and Android: JPG, PDF

IMPORT FILES:
>	 Apple: e-mail, iTunes, Wi-Fi
>	 Android: e-mail

WITH KYOCERA MOBILE PRINT, YOUR MOBILE DEVICE DOES  
ALL THE WORK, BECOMING AN INTEGRATED PART OF YOUR  
DOCUMENT WORKFLOW. 

There’s no need to be physically connected to a corporate network; the app 
can quickly identify KYOCERA Printers and MFPs via a Wi-Fi connection. 
Once you’ve located a device, simply access the documents you want to 
print. The app can handle many common file formats. A few quick strokes 
are all it takes to transform digital files, scans and images to printed 
sheets. A wide array of settings including quality, duplex, pages per sheet, 
and job accounting maximizing output control. Mobile Print integrates 
with e-mail, Evernote® and Google Drive™, further enhancing the print 
versatility of your mobile device. You can even print web pages accessed 
through the app’s built-in web browser.

Scanning documents to your mobile device has never been easier. Simply 
scan the desired content with any supported KYOCERA MFP, and then 
conveniently send it to a mobile device where it can be stored, accessed as 
needed, or shared as an e-mail attachment, enabling you to continue to 
work while on the go. 

THE BENEFITS OF KYOCERA MOBILE PRINT 

>	 Print on the go in a mobile environment via an app that is free,  
 convenient, and easy to use
>	 Flexible access to information wherever you need it
>	 No costly or burdensome infrastructure required - the app resides  
 on the mobile device and interfaces seamlessly with select  
 KYOCERA MFPs and Printers
>	 Automated identification of compatible devices
>	 Robust settings enable greater control:
 Print - Quality, Paper Size, Duplex, Color, Pages per Sheet, Number  
              of Copies, Page Range, Job Accounting, Staple, Punch 
 Scan - File Name, Original Size, Quality, Color, Resolution   
>	 Accountability - track print jobs when job accounting is enabled at  
 the MFP or printer
>	 Protect sensitive information with encrypted PDF capability
>	 Copy and print text from other applications using KYOCERA  
 Mobile Print’s Clipboard Printing functionality

HYPAS
KYOCERA’s HyPAS (Hybrid Platform for Advanced Solutions) is a powerful and scalable software solution platform. Through direct 
enhancement of the MFP’s core capabilities, to the integration with widely accepted software applications, HyPAS will enhance your 
specific document imaging needs, resulting in improved information sharing, resource optimization and document workflows.


